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If you're not paying attention, finding a fish in the ocean can be a lot like finding a needle in the

haystack. If you are paying attention and read this book, you'll learn exactly what to look for to make

your next bluewater trip a success. From outfitting your boat and cockpit, to learning the key

offshore strategies that offshore skippers from the Gulf, around Florida and up the east coast, need

to know.
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I have been a avid offshore angler and charter Captain for over 28 years and this book is a

collection of skills that can only be aquired by "putting your time in". This book is a must for anyone

breaking into the offshore arena or "old salt" just brushing up on forgotten skills!Capt Wayne[...]

I'm an avid fisherman, but new to offshore fishing. This book covered a wide range of techniques

and describes in good detail what to look for while motoring around the deep blue. If you're an

offshore pro, this book isnt for you. If you're looking for a wide range of information to help you with

your offshore ability, this book is a good choice. 5 stars. I've ordered almost all of the Sportsman's

Best books after reading this one. You'll find yourself doing the same.

Very detailed book about equipment, tactics, bait, lures, and boats for fishing offshore. The photos

are excellent. This series is written by experienced fisherman, with a great passion for the sport. For

people making the transition from inshore to offshore fishing, the book is well worth the price.



If you are an expert offshore fishermen, this book might not be for you. If you are one of those

people that try to get as many weekends of fishing, but perhaps can not do more than 20 trips every

year, this book will have a lot of information as reference to revisit as needed. I also enjoyed the

DVD that came with it. It has some good footage and additional tips from the book.

Great all-around offshore fishing book... lots of tips, info and other stuff that the fisherman on my

xmas list was looking for. There's also a CD/DVD included - he's happy!

If you do any saltwater fishing, you need to buy this book - and the plus is you get the DVD too.

Book and DVD are professionally done. You can't go wrong!!!!

The book provides a good concise description of various offshore options. Deeper in depth detail

would be advantageous, but overall it is a good book

I'm an offshore beginner in Florida. I really enjoyed the DVD , it is full of valuable tips (at least for

me)
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